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Clustertruck ps4 trophy guide

Coriolis is one of the playable maps of the game. You can unlock this vehicle after successfully reaching an overall total score of 2,000. During this step you’ll earn these trophies: Sssnek Submit first leaderboard Not Rainbow Road Saved by the bell Step 2: 420 Blaze it / Paris Night / 14,000 Score / Platinum Now that you have the ring map unlocked,
you will focus on playing this map until you reach 420 segments to unlock the Blaze it trophy. This is because it is just a constant spiral with multiple rings you can drive on multiple times in a straight path, and take advantage of “quick exit” points and travel to a new ring. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Coriolis Map.
Once the map starts just go to the left and turn right back around by traveling across the bridge there. This trophy is unlocked after submitting your first score to the leaderboard. You can unlock this vehicle after successfully reaching an overall total score of 14,000. This is because you will need a total score of 14,000 to unlock the Dragon Bus. Once
you fail, you will come to the stats screen for your current run. Start off by traveling to the outermost ring on the left side of the map. It will show you your current bus length, overall best bus length, your score for that run, as well as the total time played for that run. Once you finish your first game you will unlock the Sssnek trophy. Also try to refrain
from jumping as you will easily ruin your run by doing so. Here you will also be accessing the Paris Night Map to unlock the Who turned off the lights? If done correctly, you will fall directly in the middle of these buildings, and fail the game. Before attempting this trophy you must first unlock the original Paris Map for a total of 4,000 score. The
Dragon Bus is one of the playable vehicles of the game. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the School Bus. You also might have better luck attempting it on a different map if this one is not working for you. If you manage to get back to the ring you started on, that would be ideal so that you can ideally just rinse and repeat
until you reach 420 segments. All trophies revolving around unlocking a new map / vehicle will unlock while you are going for this trophy. If you are missing any trophies, the only ones you will be missing are tied to achieving a score to unlock a specific map / vehicle. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 2,000 total score will be enough to
unlock it. You get score by playing the game as you would normally on classic mode. You can see how long your bus is at any time by the segment counter at the bottom of your screen. As long as you are moving, you will not fail. Not bad Get 300 segments. Unlike the other map related trophies, this one is unlocked by doing a secret objective within
the Paris Map. Once you fail, your segment counter will reset back to 0. If you are unable to get the hang of Ring, try one of the larger open maps. This is because you will need a total score of 14,000 to unlock the Dragon Bus, and it is the final unlock of the game that is required for a trophy. Once this is done, just play until you reach an overall score
of 4,000 so that you unlock the Ring map. Although you wont be able to submit your score to the global leaderboard without an internet connection, the trophy will still unlock after pressing “Submit Score” on the screen that says “No data error synchronizing leaderboards”. It is very possible for you to just keep playing the same map over and over,
and then returning back to the home screen to unlock all of these trophies at one time. Where are the firecrackers? Upon starting the map, you will notice a ramp type structure to your right that extends across the map. Here is where you will unlock this trophy. You also don’t even need to have internet to unlock this trophy. The School Bus is one of
the playable vehicles of the game. Your score doesn’t even need to be a good one / high in order to obtain this trophy. Please view that trophy for more information on obtaining these trophies as well as a helpful video. Truck Parkour Unlocked Clustertruck. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Miami Map. This ramp will
need to be used to do a leap into some buildings that can only be accessed by jumping from this ramp. You can unlock this vehicle after successfully reaching an overall total score of 6,000. All of these scores will add up to your overall score, which can be seen in the top right from the main menu. Just go at your own pace. This trophy is unlocked after
finding the Paris Night Map. Once the game starts, you will have to play until you fail. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 8,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. The game will only end after you come to a complete stop for 1 second, drive off the edge of the map, drive out of bounds, or even launch yourself on top of a building. Grow
until your console crashes Unlocked Endless map. You might as well just submit your score here as well so that you unlock the Submit first leaderboard trophy. Disco Disco Truck Parkour Where are the firecrackers? Miami, baby! Unlocked Miami map. Then this is the game for you! Roadmap: Step 1: Play Until 4,000 Score / Submit Score Here you
will focus on just playing and learning the controls. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 14,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. I recommend attempting the Blaze it trophy as soon as you unlock the Ring map at 4,000 score. You can unlock this map after successfully reaching an overall total score of 4,000. Disco Disco Unlocked Party
bus. Keep in mind that those trophies do not unlock until you return to the main menu of the game. Just play the game naturally and try to enjoy it, and you will eventually reach this score. This trophy is unlocked after you reach 150 segments. The easiest map to obtain this trophy on is the “Ring” map that is unlocked once you reach 4,000 score.
Below all of this you will see a few options. Keep in mind that these trophies do no unlock until you return to the main menu. It is almost impossible to jump on this map while maintaining a good run. You get score based off of how long your bus is by the time you fail. You can use this ramp to easily access the other side of the map by driving above it,
as well as driving underneath it. Who turned off the lights? Once you reach 420 segments you can simply drive off of the map to end your run and unlock this trophy. Blaze it Get 420 segments This trophy is unlocked after you reach 420 segments. All trophies revolving around unlocking a new map / vehicle will unlock while you are going for the
Where are the Firecrackers? Found Paris Night map. You can unlock this map after successfully reaching an overall total score of 8,000. (This is good) From here, hit the “Play Again” option. Saved by the bell Unlocked School bus. It’s not much but honest work Unlocked Coriolis map. You will not unlock any score, or trophies in these modes. You can
unlock this vehicle after successfully reaching an overall total score of 10,000. Hit the submit score option and you will upload your current run to the global leaderboards for this game as well as unlock this trophy. For this trophy, you only need to reach a segment count of 420. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Dragon
Bus. The longer your bus gets, the more people you are able to hold at one time. It might take you a few tries to get in between these buildings, but luckily you are able to try until you succeed. For a video guide on how to unlock the Paris Night map as well as this trophy, please view the video below: [embedyt] Plat Get for the video. You can
continuously press the button as you please to sort of guide you into these buildings. Go straight for the ramp and then press the button to jump from the ramp to the buildings on your left. Those range from Play Again, Main Menu, Submit Score, and Fly Cam. This trophy is obtained after earning all of the other 14 trophies this game has to offer!
Congratulations on adding a new platinum trophy to your collection! Sssnek Completed first game. The Clustertruck is one of the playable vehicles of the game. This trophy will also unlock alongside the It’s not much but honest work trophy because both requirements are 12,000 score. Unlocked Dragon bus. For the sake of this trophy, simply
reaching 12,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. In order to get the Blaze it trophy, you will need a total segment count of 420. Once again stick to the right until you run out of room, and then exit to a new ring. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 4,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. Once you fail, the game will come to an end
and you will unlock this trophy. Just play naturally until you fail, or simply start a match and don’t move/drive off the end of the map. This is because there is a good chance you will not unlock this trophy on your first attempt and by the time you do, you might be close to unlocking the Dragon Bus If you haven’t already done so. For more information
on that trophy, simply view the respective trophy below in the trophy guide. Once there, just stay on this ring for as long as possible. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Party Bus. This trophy is unlocked after completing your first game. Each game you play it will display your score when you fail. The Party Bus is one of
the playable vehicles of the game. Once you unlock this map, you can attempt this trophy. For more information on the score system and how to unlock these trophies, you can view that trophy. Once you reach a score of 4,000 you are ready for the next step of the roadmap. Upon starting the Paris Night map, you will unlock this trophy. This is the
hardest trophy in the game, but can be obtained with some practice. Endless is one of the playable maps of the game. Once you run out of room, go up the ramp to the left and try to fall onto one of the rings below in the center of this map. Miami is one of the playable maps of the game. The longer your bus gets, the more people you are able to hold.
Introduction: Welcome to the Snakeybus Trophy Guide! Its a Snake!! It’s a Bus!! It’s a Snakeybus! Ever wonder what its like to ride the bus to work or school? For this trophy, you only need to reach a segment count of 300. Once your bus gets long enough, try to ride the right side of this ring and slowly just make your way towards the left side of it as
you go through the ring. This trophy will also unlock alongside the Grow until your console crashes trophy because both requirements are 12,000 score. For more information on how to obtain this trophy, you can view it below in the trophy guide. Once you hit this option, a new game on Paris will start but this time it will be night time. trophy. This
trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Endless Map. All of these trophies related to segments will unlock as soon as you fail the game, so long as the requirement has ben met respectively. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 6,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. This is because I suggest getting the Blaze it trophy
on this map. You can unlock this map after successfully reaching an overall total score of 12,000. The longer the bus, the higher your score will be. Submit First Leaderboard See you at the top. Once you have the required score, just back out to the main menu and you will unlock all of the trophies followed by your new shiny platinum! Congratulations
on obtaining your Snakeybus license! During this step you’ll earn these trophies: You got to start somewhere Not bad Blaze it Miami, baby! It’s not much but honest work Grow until your console crashes Who turned off the lights? After all of this is said and done, you might just have the platinum. You got to start somewhere Get 150 segments. Not
Rainbow Road Unlocked Ring map. This trophy is unlocked after you reach 300 segments. For this trophy, you only need to reach a segment count of 150. Ring is one of the playable maps of the game. You get segments by delivering people to their destinations. You can have a score of 0, and still get this trophy by uploading your score. This trophy is
unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Clustertruck. You will only get this screen with no internet connection, but its nice to know that it is not needed for this trophy or the platinum. If you still don’t have this score, play until you do. Snakeybus Completionist Trophy Guide: Snakeybus Completionist Collect all trophies. For a video guide
on how to earn this trophy, please view the video below: [embedyt] ferryjan for the video. To start up a game, simply select an unlocked vehicle and map from the start menu. This trophy is unlocked after you have successfully unlocked the Ring Map. For the sake of this trophy, simply reaching 10,000 total score will be enough to unlock it. It does not
matter how slow you go so long as you are moving. Each time you fail a game, you will be brought to the stats screen that showcases your current run stats. The more people your bring to a destination at once, the more segments you will unlock per delivery. Just know that you can only obtain this trophy in Classic mode, and playing endless mode or
any of the other ones will not benefit you in any way. You will need a total of 14,000 score to unlock the Dragon Bus as well as all the previous trophies.
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